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book review: lucy reed, jan paulsson, and nigel blackaby ... - arbitration law review volume 4yearbook
on arbitration and mediation article 16 7-1-2012 book review: lucy reed, jan paulsson, and nigel blackaby,
guide to icsid arbitration (2d ed., 2011) jack j. coe jr. icsid case no. arb/16/9 decision on claimant’s
application ... - with article 36(3) of the icsid convention and notified the parties of the registration. in the
notice of registration, the secretary-general invited the parties to proceed to constitute an rbitral tribunal as
soon as possiblea , in accordance with rule 7(d) of icsid’s rules of procedure for the institution of conciliation
and arbitration international centre for settlement of investment disputes - 1. this case concerns a
dispute submitted to the international centre for settlement of investment disputes (“icsid” or the “centre”) by
ansung housing co., ltd. (“ansung” or “claimant”), a privately-owned company incorporated under the laws of
the republic hughes hubbard international arbitration - international arbitration hughes hubbard & reed
llp • a new york limited liability partnership one battery park plaza • new york, new york 10004-1482 • +1
(212) 837-6000 ... u.s. member of the icsid panel of arbitrators who also served prague workshop 2017 international centre for settlement ... - international centre for settlement of investment disputes (icsid)
this workshop is part of the 7th investment treaty arbitration conference organized under the auspices of the
ministry of finance of the czech republic. international centre for - italaw - 1. on 16 may 2002, claimant
seized the international centre for settlement of investment disputes (“icsid” or the “centre”) with a request
for arbitration directed against respondent. the agreement at the heart of these proceedings is a concession
agreement between the dubai department of ports and customs and claimant dated 21 october 2000 lucy
reed - viac - lucy reed/major publications ... cours/collected courses of the hague academy of international
law 177 (martinus nijhoff, 2005) a guide to the siac arbitration rules (m. mangan, l. reed, j. choong, oup,
august 2014) guide to icsid arbitration (l. reed, j. paulsson and n. blackaby, kluwer, 2nd ed., kluwer, 2011)
icsid workshops – arbitration academy 2013 1. 2 ... - counterclaims in icsid arbitration – the requirements
of the icsid convention and arbitration rules and their interpretation in icsid awards and decisions workshop ii:
3. the nationality requirements under the icsid convention – a study of the second clause of ... lucy reed, jan
paulsson & nigel blackaby, guide to icsid arbitration (kluwer ... icsid case no. arb/17/34 - arbitration - the
tribunal is composed of professor lucy reed, a national of the united states of america, president, appointed by
the agreement of the parties ; dr. stanimir alexandrov , a ... will be suspended until the proposal is decided,
pursuant to icsid arbitration rule 9(6). arbitration - duke university school of law - reed, guide to icsid
arbitration, aspen publishers, (k3834 .r44 2011 & online in kluwer arbitration.) schreuer, the icsid convention:
a commentary: a commentary on the convention on the settlement of investment disputes between states and
6th investment treaty arbitration conference - invitation - icsid workshop tuesday 11 october 2016 (2
pm – 6 pm) and wednesday 12 october 2016 (9 am – 1 pm) tuesday: initiating and defending an icsid
arbitration: a mock scenario participants will be guided through the initial steps in an icsid arbitration from the
notice of arbitration up until the first session of the tribunal, following a mock case. published by global
arbitration review - published by global arbitration review in association with: anderson mori & tomotsun¯ e
appleby ... hughes hubbard & reed llp kaplan & stratton advocates kim & chang kirkland & ellis llp kosheri,
rashed and riad law firm ... and the result of the arbitration. icsid icsid, an arm of the world bank, is an
institution dedicated to the ... international arbitration - latham & watkins - international arbitration
newsletter . ... “this is an important and timely decision that demonstrates the ability of icsid arbitration to
dispose relatively efficiently of claims once it becomes clear that they are baseless.” claypoole confirmed ...
angelovska-wilson of reed smith. this is the third icsid arbitration in which latham ... international centre for
settlement of investment disputes ... - in the arbitration proceeding between ampal-american israel corp.,
egi-fund (08-10) investors llc, egi-series investments llc, and bss-emg investors llc claimants and arab republic
of egypt respondent icsid case no. arb/12/11 decision on liability and heads of loss members of the tribunal the
honorable l. yves fortier, qc, president ethics in arbitration: party and arbitral misconduct lord ... - 13
ethics in arbitration: party and arbitral misconduct lord hacking and sophia berry a. introduction 13.01
international arbitration has been termed the ‘new eldorado for the modern commercial disputes lawyer’.1 just
as the fable of great riches led the conquistadores to flock to the new world in the 16th century, practitioners
from a multitude of jurisdictions have expected challenges and opportunities of investment ... expected challenges and opportunities of investment arbitration in africa kluwer arbitration blog february 7,
2019 guillaume aréou (reed smith) please refer to this post as: guillaume aréou, ‘expected challenges and
opportunities of investment p use of arbitral s a discussion - arbitration-icca - international council for
commercial arbitration young 91csld for o. international chamber of commerce youngicca opening the doors of
international arbitration international centre for dispute resolution' icdr young & international young rbitrators
we-den young international arbitration group young arbitrators forum arbitration in 49 jurisdictions
worldwide 2014 - hughes hubbard & reed llp icsid 54. nicolas herzog and niccolò gozzi . niedermann
rechtsanwälte the polish chamber of commerce 60. justyna szpara and maciej Łaszczuk . Łaszczuk & partners
scc 63. dan engström & cornel marian . stockholm arbitration & litigation center (salc) advokatbyrå kb the
swiss chambers’ arbitration institution 67 international court of justice case law in icsid awards -
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arbitration news & notes 31 asa bulletin 3/2013 (september) 685 icsid case law in icj decisions by way of
preliminary remark, professor pellet pointed out that the title of his lecture could not have been “icsid case law
in icj decisions”. aprag conference 2016 the rise of ... - bani arbitration - the rise of international
commercial arbitration and developments in investment treaty arbitration: asia’s response ... discontent in asia
(as elsewhere) with investment treaty arbitration – whether under icsid, uncitral or other rules – may open the
... lucy ferguson reed v oriental republic of uruguay, icsid case no. decision on ... - according to article
47 of the icsid convention and rule 39 of the icsid arbitration rules (¶ 111, 113-114) accordingly, the tribunal
proceeded to observe whether the application for provisional measures satisfied the requirements to be
adjudicated, as established in rule 39 (1) of the icsid arbitration rules. (¶ 110) the role of the european
commission as a modern third ... - this thesis examines the case law of investment arbitration tribunals,
most prominently the international centre for dispute settlement of investment disputes (icsid), in which third
party interventions have taken place. amicus curiae or third party intervention is a procedural right for
interested third parties to the achilles' heel of investor-state arbitration awards - the achilles' heel of
investor-state arbitration awards ... of the icsid convention and icsid arbitration rule 47 grant tribunals the
power to decide how costs of the arbitration are allocated among the parties, neither provide standards ... that
seems a fairly slender reed on which to rest a multimillion dollar cost-shifting decision ... the inherent power
of reconsideration in recent icsid case law - the inherent power of reconsideration in recent icsid case law
tobia cantelmo university of naples federico ii, naples, italy tobiacant@gmail abstract the present article deals
with the issue of the power of reconsideration of icsid tribu-nals. in 2014, the majority in conocophillips v.
venezuela rejected respondent’s request the investment the investment treaty arbitration review ... hughes hubbard & reed llp kuala lumpur regional centre for arbitration (klrca) milbank, tweed, hadley & mccloy
... icsid case no. arb/12/6. ... in international arbitration cases, the symbiotic relationship between funders and
a small group of law firms, and, relatedly, the often close relations among elite law firms and leading ...
uncharted waters: financial crisis and enforcement of ... - icsid convention: the law of the international
centre for settlement of investment disputes 49 (2000) (generally discussing the history of the icsid
convention, including the world bank president's role as an international arbitra-tor). 6 lucy reed et al., guide to
icsid arbitration 1 (2004) (outlining a brief the investment the investment treaty arbitration review ... the investment treaty arbitration review the investment treaty arbitration review reproduced with permission
from law business research ltd. this article was first published in the investment treaty arbitration review, 1st
edition (published in april 2016 – editor barton legum). for further information please email
nickrette@lbresearch 2012-sgi-asa-enforcement against state assets and ... - 12 article 55 of the icsid
convention. lucy reed, jan paulsson, and nigel blackaby, guide to icsid arbitration, the hague 2010, p. 184. s.
giroud, enforcement against state assets and execution of icsid awards in switzerland: how swiss courts deal
with immunity defences international centre for settlement of investment disputes - international
centre for settlement of investment disputes icsid case no. arb/05/16 rumeli telekom a.s. and telsim mobil
telekomikasyon hizmetleri a.s., claimants v. republic of kazakhstan, respondent award rendered by an arbitral
tribunal composed of stewart boyd, arbitrator marc lalonde, arbitrator bernard hanotiau, president date of
dispatch to the parties: july 29, 2008 consent to arbitration - univie - arbitration (lcia) and the arbitration
institute of the stockholm chamber of commerce. in non-icsid arbitration the most frequently used rules are
those of the united nations commission on international trade law (uncitral). ii. consent by direct agreement an
agreement between the parties recording consent to arbitration may be achieved through a the arbitral
tribunal: selection and replacement of ... - under icsid, the arbitral tribunal “shall consist of three
arbitrators, one arbitrator appointed by each party and the third, who shall be the president of the tribunal,
appointed by agreement of the parties.”10 under icsid proceedings, arbitration rule 3 specifies that in a !!!!!
international commercial arbitration: a guide for u.s. judges - international commercial arbitration: a
guide for u.s. judges s.i. strong federal judicial center 2012 this federal judicial center publication was
undertaken in furtherance of the center’s statutory mission to develop and conduct education programs for the
judicial branch. overstating the americanization of international ... - overstating the "americanization" of
international arbitration: lessons from icsid susan l. karamanian* i. introduction the observation that
international commercial arbitration has become "americanized"' raises more questions than it answers. for
example, what does americanized mean? americanization suggests international arbitration icsid
developments in annulment proceedings in 2016 - icsid—developments in annulment proceedings in
2016 10/06/2016 arbitration analysis: the first half of 2016 has seen a number of important developments in
relation to annulment under the convention on the settlement of investment disputes between states and
nationals of other states (the convention). independence, impartiality and duty of disclosure in ... independence, impartiality and duty of disclosure in investment arbitration 155 an arbitrator’s decision.
impartiality, on the other hand, concerns the absence of bias or predisposition toward one of the parties.”5 the
european court of human rights (echr) has described the two standards in more detail: enforcement of
arbitral awards against sovereigns - iv enforcement of arbitral awards against sovereigns chapter 6 the
enforcement of icsid arbitral awards antonio r. parra.....131 chapter 7 attachment and execution on
commercial assets members of the panels of conciliators and of arbitrators - icsid/10. members of the .
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panels of conciliators and of arbitrators (october 2016) in accordance with article 3 of the convention on the
settlement of investment disputes between states and nationals of other states, the international centre for
settlement of investment disputes maintains a panel of conciliators and a panel of arbitrators. the icsid under
siege - scholarshipwrnell - vagts (pieter bekker et al. eds., 2010); lucy reed et al., guide to icsid arbitration
ix (2004). 605. cornell international law journal to debate.8 arguably, the failure of the global community of
states to reach a multilateral investment accord in the past demonstrates the difficulty for international
centre for settlement of investment disputes ... - convention and the icsid arbitration rules. the parties
confirmed that the tribunal was properly constituted and that no party has any objection to the appointment of
any member of the tribunal. 2.2. the members of the tribunal timely submitted their signed declarations in
accordance with icsid arbitration rule 6(2). the case law of the icj in investment arbitration - arbitration’
in katia yannaca-small (ed), arbitration under international investment agreements: a guide to the key issues
(oup 2010) 699; lucy reed, ‘the de facto precedent regime in investment arbitration: a case for proactive case
management’ (2010) 25 icsid rev—filj 95; w michael reisman, ‘‘‘case specific mandates’’ versus are
arbitrators political? evidence from international ... - are arbitrators political? evidence from
international investment arbitration michael waibely yanhui wuz january 2017 abstract this paper examines
the role of arbitrator background for outcomes in arbitration be-tween foreign investors and the host states.
we construct a unique personnel data set of reprinted from: corporate disputes magazine - hughes
hubbard & reed llp t: +1 (212) 837 6801 e: alex.yanos@hugheshubbard alexander yanos is a litigation partner
in the new york ofﬁce of hughes hubbard and co-chairs the ﬁrm’s treaty arbitration practice group. his practice
focuses on complex disputes, particularly international disputes, both in court and before arbitral tribunals.
international arbitration - punuka - icsid system. arbitration provisions contained in such statutes are
deemed to be binding on any person to whom they apply. the following additional legal requirements for a
valid arbitration agreement can be distilled from the provisions of aca: 5.1 the arbitration agreement must be
in respect of a dispute capable of settlement by the antinomies of the (continued) relevance of icsid to
... - commentary on the icsid convention, see christoph h. schreuer, the icsid convention: a commentary
(2001). see also moshe hirsch, the arbitration mechanism of the international center for the settlement of
investment disputes (1993); lucy reed et al., guide to icsid arbitration (2004). rawlsian fairness and
international arbitration - desierto 9/24/2015 4:05 pm 939 rawlsian fairness and international arbitration
prof.dr.diane a. desierto* * university of hawaii william s. richardson school of law tenured associate professor
of law, michael j. marks distinguished professor in business official calendar - parisarbitrationweek - or
icsid annulment committees: between a rock and a hard place freshfields bruckhaus deringer 2 rue paul
cézanne 75008 paris, ... arbitration hughes hubbard & reed 8 rue de presbourg 75016 paris 6:00 to 9:30 pm
comité français de l'arbitrage (cfa) ordre juridique arbitral et ordres juridiques
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